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Abstract 

 
The recommendation system (RS) is considered one of the most essential and influential tools in the advancement of 
e-commerce. The main aim of RS is to create significant suggestions and recommendations information, products, or 
objects for users’ society that users could interest them. Therefore, many RSs are utilized for solving information 
overload problems in areas such as e-commerce. This paper aims to review and classify different methods, techniques 
of recommendation systems in e-commerce platforms. This paper also shows the benefits and challenges of RS in the 
e-commerce field.  
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1. Research background 
1.1 The booming of e-commerce  
Nowadays, many economists and experts believe that in recent years, the world has entered the information age after 
undergoing a revolution equivalent to the industrial revolution. (Shahriari et al., 2015). With the advent of e-
Commerce, many people in the world can compete in global markets regardless of language and cultural barriers, and 
physical distance. In addition, to adapt to changing corporate contexts, transaction processes might be reengineered. 
(Raman, 2000). E-commerce is the necessity of international business, vice versa, international business boosts e-
commerce (Zheng et al., 2009). This strong relationship demonstrates e-increasing commerce's significance in the 
global economy. 

 
Figure 1: Asisa Pacific B2B e-commerce market size (Source: www.grandviewresearch.com) 

 
According to Grand View Research, “the global B2B e-commerce market size was valued at USD 6.69 trillion in 2020 
and is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 17.5% from 2020 to 2027”. The growing 
importance of faster browsing has led to the development in connectivity, thus leading to the growth in 4G and 5G 
technology (grandviewresearch.com, 2020). The COVID-19 crisis accelerated an expansion of e-commerce towards 
new firms, customers, and types of products (oecd.org, 2020). For example, consumers spent $861.12 billion online with 
U.S. retailers in 2020, up 44.0% from $598.02 billion in 2019, according to the latest digitalcommerce360.com (2021). 
Online spending represented 21.3% of total retail sales last year (2019), compared with 15.8%  the previous year 
(digitalcommerce360.com, 2021).  
 
1.2 Recommendation System   
1.2.1 Definition 
RS is a tool that helps users by offering services or goods that are likely to be of interest to them. (Najafabadi & 
Mahrin, 2016). The suggestions relate to various decision-making processes, such as what items to buy, what music 
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to listen to, or what online news to read. “Item” is the general term used to denote what the system recommends to 
users. An RS focuses typically on a specific type of item (e.g., Online movie, products in a website), and accordingly, 
its design, its graphical user interface, and the core recommendation technique used to generate the recommendations 
are all customized to provide valuable and practical suggestions for that specific type of item (Ricci et al., 2011). The 
RS is not a new idea. Karlgren, 1990 come up with the idea of a recommendation system, a "digital bookshelf". Over 
the next two decades, researchers at MIT and Bellcore continuously developed the technique (Shardanand & Maes, 
1995). Despite many recommendation algorithms and techniques, there are two main methods: Content Filtering and 
Collaborative Filtering. Collaborative Filtering helps customers find what they like by finding users who are like them. 
In contrast, Content Filtering works by understanding the features and attributes of each product, powerful for content-
rich products. Let's take an example to understand clearly: 
 Collaborative Filtering (CF): Data analysts found that most of the consumers who buy apple and orange, they 

tend to buy grapes. From this information, the RS can group that customers into groups of people with similar 
interests. Therefore, the RS should recommend customers buying Apple and Orange buy Grapes.  

 Content-based Filtering (CBF): This approach may use historical browsing information, such as the blog that the 
user has read and the characteristics of those blogs. Suppose users often read Laravel (a framework of PHP) 
articles or are likely to leave comments on software engineering blogs. In that case, Content filtering can use this 
history to identify and recommend similar content (articles write on Laravel or other software engineering blogs). 
 

 
Figure 2: CF and CBF example 

  
1.2.2     Algorithms and applications of recommendation system in e-commerce 
RSs are used by e-commerce sites to suggest products to their customers and provide consumers with information to 
help them decide which products to purchase. The products can be recommended based on the top overall sellers on 
a site, on the demographics of the consumer, or an analysis of the consumer's prior buying activity as a predictor of 
future buying behavior. (Schafer et al., 2000). Researchers and managers recognize that recommender systems offer 
great opportunities and challenges for business, government, education, and other domains. Recent examples of 
successful recommendation systems in real-world applications have emerged (Lu et al., 2015). Most of the researchers 
have studied new approaches of recommender systems to solve these problems of CF and CBF, and to implement 
them into real-world situations. Specifically, by assessing the user's preferences and applying data mining techniques 
to recommender systems, it has proved successful in giving personalized information to the user (Deuk Hee Park et 
al., 2012). 
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Figure 3: Algorithms used in RS 

 
1.3 Related work  
There have been a lot of literature review papers about RS as well as RS in e-commerce. These reviews generally 
categorize articles according to business type (Aminu Da’u & Naomie Salim, 2021; Deuk Hee Park et al., 2012), and 
data mining techniques (Aminu Da’u & Naomie Salim, 2021; Nabizadeh et al., 2013) as Cold-start, Data sparsity, 
Accuracy, Scalability in almost all areas. The authors Deuk Hee Park et al. (2012), Guan et al. (2016), and Nabizadeh 
et al. (2013) are interested in using algorithms and upgrading the classical algorithms to improve the problems 
encountered. A lot of research has been done on system modeling using various machine learning techniques, such as 
Neural Networks and Support Vector Machine (Guan et al., 2016). 
 
(Aminu Da’u & Naomie Salim, 2021) supposed that many RS are utilized for solving information overload problems 
in areas such as e-commerce, entertainment, and social media. However, despite the several research works on 
learning-based RS, very few secondary studies were conducted in the field. So, they offer an overview of the deep 
learning-based RS's theoretical foundations. They gave complete and detailed models of deep learning. (Qi Zhang et 
al., 2016) presented a review on the deep learning-based RS models. They proposed a co-attention network 
incorporating textual and visual information to recommend hashtags for multimodal. Batmaz et al. (2019) also 
provided a comprehensive review of deep learning-based recommendation approaches to enlighten and guide newbie 
researchers interested in the subject. They analyzed compiled studies within four dimensions: (i) deep learning models 
utilized in recommender systems, (ii) remedies for the challenges of recommender systems, (iii) awareness and 
prevalence over recommendation domains, and (iv) the purposive properties. 
 
According to Nabizadeh et al. (2013), at this time, finding the customers’ requirements and tendencies became 
important as this problem changed into a big problem. Their article presents an overview of recommendation systems 
and illustrates the present generation of recommendation techniques that are usually categorized into the following 
three main classes: CF, CBF, and Hybrid Recommendation approach. These approaches have a variety of benefits and 
drawbacks, but the emphasis of this study was on the recommendation approaches and their flaws. However, this 
article does not list the papers that were written, only what they have in common. Deuk Hee Park et al. (2012) identified 
210 research papers on recommender systems that were released between 2001 and 2010 to explain the trend in 
recommender systems research and to provide practitioners and researchers with insight and potential directions on 
recommender systems. Although this paper is quite old, this article classifies articles in detail according to industries 
in areas such as: Book, Document, Image, Movie, Music, etc. In those areas, they list data mining techniques.  
 
An systematic literature review (SLR) was introduced by Champiri et al. (2015) to survey the scholar context-aware 
RS. This study was performed to define the contextual information and methods used in digital libraries for making 
recommendations from 2001 to 2013, as well as how researchers interpreted and used relevant contextual information. 
Portugal et al. (2018) examined the use of machine learning methods and their application domain for RS using an 
SLR process. This paper presents a systematic review of the literature that analyzes the use of machine learning 
algorithms in recommender systems and identifies new research opportunities (Portugal et al., 2018). Najafabadi & 
Mahrin (2016), using SLR, a tool for evidence-based software engineering, aggregate evidence on the state of CF 
science and practice, as well as implicit data (EBSE). Another study that we found to be very interesting in online 
learning. Online learning is becoming common in the sense of unregulated COVID-19 translation. This paper (Murad 
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et al., 2018) presents the result of SLR on RS topic as a preliminary toward a further study on designing a smart 
Learning Management System (LMS) for online learning which adopts Natural Language Processing techniques.  
In this article, we will apply those and review more articles in recent years to see that the Recommendation system 
has a lot of solving techniques and algorithms, which are always used for businesses to understand more about 
customer behavior and intentions, especially the clustering algorithm. Besides, we are interested in finding papers 
using the machine learning algorithm that combined those algorithms to develop optimal Recommendation system for 
each field and situation. 
 
1.4 Research questions 
Understanding the importance of Recommendation System in e-commerce, this paper aims to investigate research 
papers to gain insights into Recommender System and Clustering Algorithms (especially K-means) in general and in 
the e-commerce business. To this end, we raised and researched answers for the following research questions: 

 What are the different aspects in application of the Recommendation System in the e-commerce (types of 
data, methods, techniques, algorithms)? 

 What are the benefits, difficulties, and challenges when applying RS in e-commerce, research gaps in this 
field, the outlook for future research? 
 

2. Research methodology 
2.1 Data collection 
We collected high-quality papers that were peer-reviewed and published between 1996 and 2020 by means of 
structured keyword search and cross-referencing. The keywords applied to search for articles in the database of Google 
scholar were recommendation System (OR Recommender System OR Recommendation Engine) AND/OR Clustering 
(OR Cluster, Clustering technique) AND Ecommerce (OR Mobile commerce, electronic commerce, web/ online 
business, online shopping, online purchasing). We considered all articles (except for literature review papers) that 
investigated recommendation systems in e-commerce. 
Within our research, methods of Recommendation system research are defined and classified. To this end, the units 
of analysis in our review relate to research papers that have new contributions to this research field, such as: 

 Develop and/or implement a new model/ technique to combined methods or algorithms that help RS more 
effectively, reduce the cost to operate the system. 

 Empirically investigate how organizations use RS to increase the number of customers and understand 
customer behavior.  

 Explore benefits and challenges of RS in e-commerce. 
After carrying out screening titles, abstracts, and conclusions to choose the appropriate papers to review, altogether, 
we selected and reviewed 70 papers. 
 
2.2 Data analysis 
The authors used the content analysis method in investigating the collected papers. The content analysis method was 
defined early by Berelson in 1952 and developed by Philipp Mayring in 2000 and 2008. In simple terms, content 
analysis is the  analysis  of  what  is  being  said,  written  or  recorded (Parveen & Showkat, 2017). Researchers might 
make assumptions about the author, reader, and text they are evaluating by using content analysis to establish the 
intent, meaning, and influence of communication content (Krippendorff, 2018).  

 
Figure 4: Distribution of reviewed papers by published year 
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3. Findings and discussions 
3.1 Descriptive analysis of reviewed papers 
Our review collected papers from journals (67%) and conference proceedings (33%). Our reviewed paper investigated 
the application of RS in different types of e-commerce business areas and specific products, including general online 
retailers, movies website, histories of customers’ Web purchasing and browsing activities, demographic and 
psychographic information, transaction data, e-commerce in travel, cashback website, automobile, smartphones, and 
books. Figure 4 shows the distribution by published year of reviewed papers. In line with the prevalent of e-commerce 
and customer analytics, the quantity of papers has increased over time. Research papers are selected from different 
Digital libraries. IEEE Xplore had more than 18% (13 out of 70 research papers) of the total number of research 
papers. Springer Link (12 out of 70 research papers, or 17.10%). We looked for a high-ranking reputable Journal to 
collect papers based on SJR. The SCImago Journal & Country Rank is a publicly available portal that includes the 
journals and country scientific indicators developed from the information contained in the Scopus® database (Elsevier 
B.V.). 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Distribution of reviewed papers by ranking of journals/ proceedings 
 

3.2 Dataset used in RS in e-commerce 
This section will analyze the datasets that the reviewed papers used to study the recommendation system in e-
commerce. From Table 1 we can see that most of the articles we have been using transaction data. We define 
transaction data as data relating to a customer's purchase history and their basic information (age, gender, income, 
marital status, salary, etc). This definition is like the description of the transaction data type by Akter & Wamba 
(2016), in his big data analytics (BDA) paper: “Transaction or business activity data: Structured data from retail 
transactions, customer profiles, distribution frequency and volume, product consumption and service usage, nature, 
and frequency of customer complaints”. 
 

Table 1: Dataset using in papers 
Dataset References Limitation 
Transaction data - (Anna Gatzioura and Miquel Sànchez-Marrè, 2014), (Gong, 

2010), (Keonsoo Lee and Seungmin Rho, 2012), (Karzan 
Wakil et al., 2019), (Vahid Mohseni Roudposhti et al., 2018), 
(Dhrubasish Sarkar, 2012), (Sung-Shun Weng and Mei-Ju Liu, 
2004), (Hsiao-Fan Wang and Cheng-Ting Wu, 20120), (Yulin 
Deng and Qianying Gao, 2018), (Zofija Tupikovskaja-Omovie 
and David Tyler, 2020), (Victor N. Zakharov and Stanislav A. 
Philippov, 2017), (Roung-Shiunn Wu and Po-Hsuan Chou, 
2011), (Hye-Jeong Chun and June Wei, 20040), 
(HuangSubhash K.Shinde and Uday Kulkarni, 2012), (Duen-
Ren Liu and Ya-Yueh Shih, 2005), (Chi-myung Kwon and 
Seong-yeon Kim, 2007), (Balabanovic and Shoham, 1997), 
(Panniello et al., 2009Shih and Liu, 2008), (Bai et al., 2020), 
(Anitha and Patil, 2019), (Kim and Ahn, 2008), (Ibrahim et al., 
2011), (Dhaliwal et al., 2017), (Kim and Yang, 2005), 

- The data with the number of observations is 
restricted due to many legal and privacy reasons. A 
vast amount of data is required to develop the best 
recommendation system for e-commerce sites with 
various categories. In addition, the data set's scope is 
constrained (usually in a specific area, with shopping 
characteristics). 
- Computation of some algorithms, such as SVD, will 
be rather costly. This only applies to movie and 
notebook suggestions. Bias may be introduced 
through the experimental design. The individuals 
rated the recommended items just after the preference 
elicitation processes, which could lead to an 
overestimation of the correctness of the 
recommendations. 
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(Atchariyachanvanich and Sonehara, 2008), (Hosseini et al., 
2010), (Cho et al., 2014). 

- The sample is only skewed toward users who have 
accounts with private banks, resulting in an equal 
representation of public and private sector bank 
respondents. 

Click-stream 
data 

(Amit Kumar Jaiswal et al., 2020), (Dixit and Gupta, 2020), 
(Ding, 2018) 

An algorithm usually applies only to a certain data 
type. There are efficiency differences when applying to 
numeric and non-numeric data. 

Natural language 
analysis 

(Michael Steinbach et al., 2000), (Roung-Shiunn Wu and Po-
Hsuan Chou, 2011) 

Customer actions through comments can be misleading 
at times, as a single sentence can convey a lot of 
information. 

Hardware data (Duen-Ren Liu and Ya-Yueh Shih, 2004) Insufficient to identify similarities in user interests. 
 
3.3 Techniques/ Algorithms used in Recommendation system 
Depending on different fields which use the Recommendation system, there are various techniques/ algorithms. 
Table 2 will show a detail of the techniques/algorithms used in the Recommendation system which we have 
collected. Sometimes the authors will combine different techniques / algorithms to create new frameworks that 
apply to specific areas. 
 

Table 2: Techniques/ Algorithms used in the Recommendation system 

Techniques/ Algorithms Study Main findings 
Clustering 
Methods 

K-means Michael Steinbach et al., 
2000 

The results indicate that the bisecting Kmeans technique is better 
than the standard K-means approach and as good or better than the 
hierarchical approaches. 

Kim and Ahn, 2008 Suggests a new clustering algorithm, GA K-means. From the 
standpoint of intraclass inertia, they found that GA K-means could 
result in better segmentation than other conventional clustering 
algorithms such as simple K-means and SOM in a real-world case 
for market segmentation in electronic commerce. 

Yulin Deng and Qianying 
Gao, 2018 

The improved SAPK +K-means algorithm has a low error rate in the 
clusters obtained from the two data sets. On customer segmentation 
of e-commerce websites, the SAPK+ K-means algorithm has a better 
clustering impact. 

Ibrahim et al., 2011 The K-Means clustering-based technique has a considerable impact 
on the security factor on confidence in mobile commerce websites. 
This study demonstrates that building a K-means-based model is 
feasible, adaptive to classifying consumer trust, and beneficial in 
calculating its degrees. 

Oyelade, O. J et al., 2010 The Euclidean distance as a measure of similarity distance was 
compared to the predictive capacity of the clustering algorithm using 
a basic methodology. 

Dhaliwal et al., 2017 Demonstrates how the established two-stage clustering process 
based on SOM and Kmeans solves the shortcomings of these 
techniques. Their proposed algorithm not only overcomes SOM and 
K-means' inherent limitations, but also expands their capabilities by 
incorporating a fuzzy user distribution. 

Anitha and Patil, 2019 Customer segmentation is examined, and clusters are assessed using 
Silhouette Analysis for the K-Means clustering algorithm with 
varying numbers of clusters. The Sales Recency, Sales Frequency, 
and Sales Monetary may all be examined using the Silhouette Score, 
and an optimal solution can be discovered. 

Neural Networks Amit Kumar Jaiswal et al., 
2020 

Identify the interactive features that can forecast patterns in the 
movement of the user's mouse across the screen among clusters. 
This is demonstrated that mouse cursor locations, as well as other 
attributes like state and timestamps, may be used to strengthen the 
top ranks of the search results list, as nervous users are more likely 
to explore the upper portion of the screen. 

Clustering Methods 
in general 

Dr. Mahmoud M. Abd 
Ellatif, 2007 

Suggested an integrated strategy for evaluating the influence of 
ECRM on customer satisfaction in e-commerce websites, as well as 
examining the gap between expected and real value that customers 
assess on quality products on e-commerce websites 
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Chih-Lun Liao and Shie-Jue 
Lee, 2016 

A self-constructing clustering algorithm was used to minimize the 
dimensionality associated with the number of products. 

Gong, 2010 They were able to increase the efficacy of test case prioritization by 
using a recommender method as they prioritized test cases. 

Choochart Haruechaiyasak 
et al., 2005 

To overcome these two difficulties, a new dynamic recommender 
system framework was presented. IHAC reduced averaged 
recommendation time per user by five times, although the Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE) remained comparable to conventional HAC 
approaches and a system that did not use any clustering algorithm. 

Ricardo Ferraz Tomaz et al., 
2003 

Mobile agents are suggested by the ICS architecture. The mobile 
agent model appears to be adequate for ICS applications. 

Mahadevan, 2011 Examine several clustering approaches that aid in the dynamic 
maintenance of client profiles. 

Combining/ 
Comparing 
Methods 

Combining/ Hybrid 
recommendation 
algorithms 

Balabanovic and Shoham, 
1997 (Combining Content-
Based and Collaborative) 

The Fab architecture provides additional benefits, which are enabled 
by the exploitation of overlaps between users' interests for purposes 
other than collaborative selection. The architecture of the adapting 
population of collection agents takes advantage of these overlaps to 
dynamically converge on topics of interest, allowing for both 
automated community identification and substantial resource savings 
as the number of users and documents grows. 

Nenava and Choudhary, 
2013 (Inovative K-means 
Clustering (IKMC), 
Association rules) 

The most common use of found navigation patterns is to reorganize 
web sites/pages in order to improve them. Customers are 
recommended products by electronic commerce suppliers using 
recommender systems. 

Duen-Ren Liu and Ya-Yueh 
Shih, 2005 (Analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP), 
Association rules) 

They created a new recommendation method that combines AHP, 
clustering, and association rule-based methods. Because RFM 
weights change depending on product and industry parameters, 
using AHP to evaluate the relative relevance of RFM variables was 
critical. 

Dixit and Gupta, 2020 (K-
means, Association rules) 

On the basis of these preferences, users are clustered, and the 
neighborhood creation work is completed using a collaborative 
filtering technique based on a user-item category matrix. 

Comparing Pre-
filtering and Post-
filtering 

Markus Zanker and Markus 
Jessenitschnig, 2008 
(Collaborating Filtering 
Techniques, Association 
rules, Hybrid 
recommendation algorithms) 

Emphasized precise client needs as a source of customized feedback 
from users. The project was inspired by the need to personalize the 
experience of anonymous and first-time travelers. 

Panniello et al., 2009 (Pre-
filtering and Post-filtering) 

Show that when we want to create less obvious recommendations, 
the post-filtering strategy performs better than the pre-filtering 
approach, and that the contextual post-filtering RS performs better 
than the un-contextual RS. 

Breese et al., 2013 
(Correlation coefficients, 
Vector-based similarity 
calculations, Bayesian 
methods) 

The results of a large number of studies on the prediction 
performance of statistical algorithms for collaborative filtering or 
recommender systems are presented in this study. The results show 
that Bayesian networks with decision trees at each node and 
correlation methods outperform Bayesian clustering and vector 
similarity methods under a variety of conditions. 

Others 
 

Collective 
intelligence 

Keonsoo Lee and Seungmin 
Rho, 2012 

Proposing a way for proposing things to a user who is new to the 
service and whose preferences are unknown due to a lack of 
purchase history. The proposed method considers the behavior 
history of existing users with similar profiles to analogize the new 
user's desire. 

Factor analysis Karzan Wakil et al., 2019 The findings of this study revealed that including a customer's 
history into an ecommerce website's recommender system can 
greatly assist recommender systems in recommending appropriate 
items that meet the user's wants. Customer activity background can 
be influenced by factors such as user profile, expert views, 
neighbors, loyalty, and clickstreams, according to the findings of this 
report.   

Vahid Mohseni Roudposhti 
et al., 2018 

The most relevant theory for establishing a theoretical foundation for 
customer intention to purchase in recommender systems was 
recommended as the TAM theory. The research approach accurately 
predicts the customer's intention to purchase the advice.  

Singular Value 
Decomposition 
(SVD) 

Badrul M. Sarwar et al., 
2000 

Shows that Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) may be such a 
technology in some cases. In the case of an exceptionally sparse e-
commerce dataset, the SVD-based solution consistently performed 
worse than conventional collaborative filtering. 
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3.4 Benefits of Recommendation system 
Recommender systems have been successfully applied to enhance the quality of service for customers, and more 
importantly, to increase the sale of products and services in the e-commerce business (Choochart Haruechaiyasak et 
al., 2005). It was in this industry that recommendation systems became commonly used for the first time. E-commerce 
companies are ideal for producing reliable suggestions because they have millions of consumers and data on their 
online actions. Especially, the role of recommender systems is vital in terms of implementing personalized and 
intelligent services and has great significance in the development of smart e-commerce (Yin Zhang et al., 2019). The 
implementation of an e-commerce referral system raises the prospect of it focusing on both customer and supplier 
needs, assisting in the streamlining of business transaction processes and relationship management. In this section, we 
will cover some of the benefits of the recommendation system after reviewing all the above articles. 
 

Table 3: Benefits of Recommendation system (RS) 
Benefits of RS Description Related papers 

Increased 
sales/conversion 

There are few ways to increase sales 
without investing more in marketing. 
When you set up an automated 
recommendation system, you get 
recurring additional sales with no effort. 

(Amit Kumar Jaiswal et al., 2020), (Dixit and Gupta, 2020), (Panniello 
et al., 2009), (Badrul M. Sarwar et al., 2000), (Chi-myung Kwon and 
Seong-yeon Kim, 2007), (Shih and Liu, 2008), (Roung-Shiunn Wu and 
Po-Hsuan Chou, 2011), (Hye-Jeong Chun and June Wei, 2004), 
(Huang Duen-Ren Liu and Ya-Yueh Shih, 2004), (Boge et al., 2001), 
(Huang, 2011), (Atchariyachanvanich and Sonehara, 2008), 
(Kuzelewska, 2014), (Khansa et al., 2012) 

Increased user 
satisfaction 

Since it eliminates their commitment, 
the shortest path to a transaction 
benefits both you and the customer. 
Recommendation systems allow you to 
shorten your customers' path to a 
transaction by recommending a better 
option to them, even before they search 
for it. 

(Sung-Shun Weng and Mei-Ju Liu, 2004), (Anitha and Patil, 2019), 
(Amit Kumar Jaiswal et al., 2020), (Balabanovic and Shoham, 1997), 
(Duen-Ren Liu and Ya-Yueh Shih, 2005), (Markus Zanker and Markus 
Jessenitschnig, 2008), (Panniello et al., 2009), (Breese et al., 2013), 
(DingHsiao-Fan Wang and Cheng-Ting Wu, 2012), (Zofija 
Tupikovskaja-Omovie and David Tyler, 2020), (Abd Ellatif and 
Ramadan, 2010), (Huang, 2011), (Kuzelewska, 2014), (Cho et al., 
2014), (Chawla and Joshi, 2017) 

Increased customer 
loyalty  

You will improve consumer familiarity 
with your brand and user experience by 
having them to spend more time on 
your website, raising their likelihood of 
making potential purchases from you. 

(Ibrahim et al., 2011), (Yin Zhang et al., 2019), (Jinhua Sun and Yanqi 
Xie, 2010), (Bai et al., 2020), (Hosseini et al., 2010) 

Reduced issues, 
enabling to solve the 
problem of cold start 

Discounts or coupons are another cost-
effective way to re-engage customers, 
and they can be combined with 
guidance to increase conversion rates.  

(Yulin Deng and Qianying Gao, 2018), (Nenava and Choudhary, 
2013), (Victor N. Zakharov and Stanislav A. Philippov, 2017), (Huang 
Subhash K. Shinde and Uday Kulkarni, 2012), (Kim and Yang, 2005), 
(Zain et al., 2014) 

Increasing of 
efficiency, reducing 
costs on business 
process 

Businesses are still looking for ways to 
improve productivity and cut costs. The 
recommendation method played a major 
role in this. 

(Oyelade, O. J et al., 2010), (Dhaliwal et al., 2017), (Ricardo Ferraz 
Tomaz et al., 2003), (MahadevanBreese et al., 2013), (Xinrui Zhang 
and Hengshan Wang, 2005), (Billsus and PazzaniKhansa et al., 2012) 

 
3.5. Challenges/ Problems in buiding RS 
Although this innovative process of recommender systems exhibits high efficiency, there are several great challenges 
including data sparsity, predictable recommendations, cold start problem, incorporation of content, over specialization 
problem, hybrid data and scalability to enable humanized services for complex commerce environments and various 
user demands (Yin Zhang et al., 2019). Due to the lack of optimal knowledge, recommender systems struggle to 
extract item features and model user interests to suggest appropriate content to users. As a result, to provide a solid 

Chi-myung Kwon and 
Seong-yeon Kim, 2007 

This research investigates the efficiencies of the classical CF method 
and SVD-based recommender system for the purpose of producing 
useful recommendations to customers when large-scale customer-
product purchase data are available. 

Weighted RFM 
(Recency, Frequency, 
Monetary)-based 
method. 

Shih and Liu, 2008 The collaborative filltering method has been successfully used in a 
number of applications. This paper combines the CF approach with 
customer demands derived from commonly purchased goods in each 
sector to make recommendations. 

Logistic Regression Ding, 2018 On the validation set, the model with XGBoost and feature 
engineering performs the best, while the Logistic Regression model 
does not generate a good prediction. They show that the features 
used to construct the model are unlikely to be linearly related to the 
target mark. 

Bayesian methods Nachiketa Sahoo et al., 2012 The recommendations can be improved by using multiple 
component ratings. 
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foundation for smart e-commerce, it is important to establish an effective, objective, and reliable recommender system. 
Besides, web users usually suffer from the information overload problem due to the fact of significantly increasing 
and rapidly expanding growth in amount of information on the mobile web (Nenava & Choudhary, 2013). According 
to Kuzelewska (2014), we have a few problems with each of the methods in the recommendation system: 
 

Table 4: Division, methods, and problems in recommender systems 
Method Used algorithms and ideas Problems 

Content-based • Description of items 
• Clustering algorithms 
• Automatic methods of description extraction 

• Cold-start problem 
• Poor scalability 

Collaborative  
filtering  

• Other users’ past behaviour 
• The neighborhood of items.  

Clustering algorithms.  

• Sparsity of archive matrix 
• Cold-start problem 
• Poor scalability  

 
In the recommendation scheme, there are three problems that are arguably the most important and comprehensive: 
Cold-start problem: This issue has to do with making suggestions for new users or new things (Lika et al., 2014). 
“In case of new users, the system does not have information about their preferences in order to make 
recommendations” (Lika et al., 2014). This means that user profiles (which are made up of ratings given to things) 
will be quite brief (Sobhanam & Mariappan, 2013).  
 
Poor scalability: Scalability, which is “how quickly a recommender system can generate recommendations” 
(Ghazanfar & Prugel-Bennett, 2010). The inadequacy of this system to deal with rising users/items and deliver 
recommendations in a fair response time is one of the fundamental concerns with the in-memory CF technique (Singh, 
2020). In general, When more people and things are added to the database, the entire rating database is searched in 
collaborative filtering, resulting in poor scalability (Kumar & Sharma, 2013). 
 
Sparsity:  The “sparsity” challenge is one of the most well-known issues in recommender systems (Sharifi et al., 
2014). This problem stems from the fact that each user or object in a large data set has very little knowledge about 
them. To compensate for the scarcity, users' ratings in dense areas are first estimated, and these estimates are then 
utilized to estimate other ratings in sparse areas (Z. Zhang, 2014).  
 
4. Conclusion 
This literature review used keyword search and cross-references to collect units of analysis and the method of content 
analysis to review gathered research papers from 1996 to 2020. This paper provided an overview of different fields, 
techniques used in the Recommendation system, benefits, and challenges when using the Recommendation system in 
e-commerce. We collected most articles related to clustering algorithms and combinations of machine learning 
algorithms. The results found that the application of these algorithms significantly improves the accuracy, partially 
solving the problems that the recommendation system encounters. Through research papers, we have drawn a number 
of benefits of the suggestion system: Increased sales/conversion, user satisfaction, customer loyalty; Reduced issues, 
enabling to solve the problem of cold start; Increasing of efficiency and reducing costs on business process. Besides, 
the suggestion system still has many challenges that need to be improved, such as the Cold-start problem, poor 
scalability, sparsity. There are several limitations of this paper, including the number of reviewed papers and the level 
of quantitative content analysis. Therefore, future research can deploy qualitative approaches or combine qualitative 
and quantitative approaches to gain the best insights into this field of research. 
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